
1. The location of the massive meteor strike that devastated the land and set the events in motion that led to the quest.
2. Where Misa washed ashore after being struck by lightning during a terrible storm, and where she first met Kilchi, who nursed her back to  
     health.
3. The Blasted Tree, where some of the Jasperi sought refuge after the meteor strike, and where Amadah and Fala discovered the few     
     survivors, including Kindra.
4. Where Aleshanee met the Onyxi, Yiska and Enla, as they made their way to the high mountain seeking answers and assistance following  
     the devastation.
5. Where the Jacinthi of the high mountain found Fala, Amadah, and the Jasperi survivors and gave them sanctuary.
6. The High Mountain – a location crucial to the story. The survivors found refuge there after the meteor strike. This is also the altar’s location  
    where the sphere must be placed to open the portal to the First World.
7. The tower that fell during the quakes after the meteor strike. This is the location where the Amthysti, Ogima, set off the black hole device,  
    and where Kindra confronted Skia Skotos for the first time.
8. The Chalcedi aerie, where Skia Skotos set up his headquarters, where Amadah was taken when she was captured by the Chalcedi, and  
    where Ogima was taken to meet Skia Skotos.
9. The location of the battle between the Beryli, the Turqosi, and the group from the high mountain.
10. Where Kindred binds Skia Skotos following a confrontation between the Chrysoli and the survivors from the high mountain.
11. The secret location of the sphere which opens the portal to the First World. This is where the remnant of survivors each faced their       
       greatest test.
12. The plains before the high mountain, the site of the final battle between Kindred’s forces and the armies of Skia Skotos. Will the sphere  
       bearers make it to the high mountain before it is too late?
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